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My Stonehenge Experience – A Journey back home
By Jacqueline Teoh
1. The Awakening
A remarkable change is stirring within my soul, something so powerful yet so subtle at the
same time. The Reiki Master weekend in Glastonbury and Stonehenge has propelled my
energies to a different height. It has also confirmed once again that many wonderful things do
exist beyond our physical existence which very often is beyond any linear, logical or scientific
reasoning. I have learnt for the past 8 years that remaining open is vital in allowing the spirit
to soar high among the stars and to sink in the warmth and richness of the earth. Although I
have wandered on many paths I found that they all lead to my own door. Being in touch with
divinity is all about being in touch with our inner self or simply – be. In essence, we are all
beings of light capable of many wonderful things if only we remembered who we really are
and that we are capable of healing ourselves and others too. Very often to help ourselves
remember, we experience darkness in order to experience light. We are here to know what is
not, in order to know what is. Reiki has brought so much love and clarity in my spiritual path,
demanding nothing but only an open heart, a thirst for adventure and a good sense of humor.
I remembered vividly how excited I felt 6 months ago when I received an email from the
International Center for Reiki Training about a Reiki 3/Advance Reiki and Master Training at
the Stonehenge. I knew right away that this was meant to be and that the timing was just right.
I was even more thrilled to find out that the classes would be conducted by William Lee Rand
himself and the main Master attunement would be at the Stonehenge! I had read so much
about this remarkable man who had dedicated 23 years of his life practicing, teaching and
conducting extensive research on Reiki. Furthermore, Stonehenge was on my list of places I
would like to visit in this lifetime! What a treat! Without much effort, everything seems to fall
into place. Next thing I knew I was all set to go. It is amazing how the universe conspires to
help you when you ask for its help or once you! state your intention.
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I flew into London from Munich and took a 3-hour bus ride from Heathrow on May 27th to
Glastonbury. I sensed a great sense of excitement and adventure running up my spine.
Moments later my adventure began as I was being tossed salad in the bus up the winding
narrow roads and hanging on to my dear life as the bus driver raced across the scenic English
countryside. He must have been a F1 driver in his previous life I thought to myself. Or at least
he thought he was one.
“Ya all right, lov?” the driver asked as I staggered out of the bus at eleven o’clock in the
evening at Glastonbury, quite relieved that I managed to keep my dinner intact. I breathed in
deeply as I grabbed my bags and headed down the quiet streets of Glastonbury slowly sensing
a deep sense of peace descending onto me. “Man, Myth and Magic” read a sign of a shop;
“The Speaking Tree” read another. Shops selling spiritual books, magic wands, crystals and
aura reading were everywhere. I smiled to myself as I could almost hear my mother saying in
her own little Chinese way, “Aiyah (sigh), we have spent so much money to give you a good
education, you end up being a witch doctor ah?” I knew that one day I will have the chance to
explain to her what Reiki truly is about and for her to experience the deep healing and joy
Reiki has brought to me.
I finally arrived at a small but quaint B&B off Street road called Hillclose. I was warmly
greeted by Penny the owner who had graciously stayed up way past her bedtime waiting for
my arrival. She was a 60-year old lady of a medium frame, peering over her glasses, very
professional and had the warmest smile. She reminds me of the type of grandmother who
would fuss all over you and bring you a glass of warm milk before bedtime. “I’ll show you to
your room”, she said. “Don’t I have to sign something or give you an imprint of my credit
card?” I muttered. She smiled at me and said “Oh, we don’t need that kind of thing here dear.
You better off being in bed, big day for you tomorrow”. I smiled and wondered how she knew
I had a big day awaiting me the next day.

Quiet and peaceful town of Glastonbury
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2. A new beginning
I woke up early the next morning at six am; I was either jet-lagged from the 1-hour time
difference or it was the whiff of freshly brewed coffee and fried eggs coming from Penny’s
kitchen. I did my morning meditation, quickly dressed up and went down for my breakfast.
The breakfast room had a marvelous view of Penny’s meticulously tended to English garden,
with beautiful flowers in a profusion of different colors and a small pond with a tiny waterfall.
Her two chubby cats did not seem to be perturbed by strangers at all as I watched one of them
putting its paws into the pond trying to fish for a snack. Strangely I felt so much at peace and
at home in this place. Penny served a delicious brew of Ceylonese-English tea marketed by
the name of Typhoo and some fresh sunny-side-up eggs, sautéed mushrooms with fresh herbs,
baked beans, grilled tomatoes, fresh toast with Marmite (my absolute favorite!) and stir-fried
potatoes.

It was a 5 minutes walk to the workshop. It was rather chilly and the wild flowers near the
sidewalk were already in full bloom. The bright yellow and orange colors were reflecting the
gentle rays of sun peering through the cloudy sky. Classes were conducted at the Pilgrim’s
Center also known as the Fragrant Earth. I have never been to Glastonbury and I was told that
the area is filled with sacred sites with many myths and legends. It is said to be one of the
earth's most important power spots and is felt to be the heart chakra of the earth. This power
spot is located at The Tor, a hill with a tower at the top and a spiral maze going around the
side, said to be connected with the Great Goddess and created about 2000-3000 BC.
Furthermore, the Chalice Hill and Chalice Well with the Red and White springs are said to
impart healing energies. The Abbey where King Arthur and Gwenhwyfar are said to have
been buried is located right next to our classroom! How wonderful, as I wondered if I would
have the time to visit all those sacred places.
I stepped into Fragrant Earth and I saw many excited faces signing up at a make-shift
reception area. William was giving out name tags as we signed in and I quietly enquired about
his health as he had recently recovered from a heart attack. Many Reiki practitioners around
the world had sent him distance healing energies and I was happy to see him in such good
shape. There were about 24 people (coincidentally the number 24 always shows up whenever
there is a major change in my life) in the workshop from all ages, different walks of life and
cultures. Some already had their own fulltime Reiki or other types of healing practice, while
many were practicing part-time or owned crystal shops. There was also a musician and writer
in our group from Brussels who has published 3 novels and has just released his band’s CD
“Table for Two” last April who had discovered Reiki by accident. What an interesting bunch!
There were already many Reiki Masters amongst the group who wanted a refresher’s course
or simply just to experience being attuned in the inner circles of Stonehenge by William. I
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was indeed very happy to find so many people who were also like me, Reiki practitioners
each on our own spiritual path, searching for the truth and having a deep longing of wanting
to heal ourselves, others and also to teach Reiki. Quite a few people were also from an IT
consulting background of some sort like I am.
The group bonded easily and felt remarkably at ease with each other rather quickly as we had
already exchanged our profiles and background over the internet. Finally we could place
names to faces. I was silently looking out for Russell who had faithfully set a mailing group
on the internet for the group, only to find him at that very moment picking a seat right next to
me!
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3. In love and light
There was already such a tremendous energy and love among the group on our first day as we
shared meals, experiences, Reiki attunements and our love for Reiki. Someone from the group
who was rather psychic had pointed out that this group had been together before in a previous
lifetime and we are together once again in this lifetime to bring even more healing energies
into the world. How exciting it was just to imagine for a moment that this could be a
possibility as that explained why we all had felt as if we have known each other for a long
time. It felt like a high-school reunion!
I felt supported and for the first time not as alone in my journey as we shared our experiences
especially after the guided group meditations (e.g. meditations on meeting our Reiki guides,
grounding etc). It was quite astounding but reassuring at the same time that others had the
exact same visions or feelings that I had had while in such deep relaxing, trance-like states. So
I am not just “seeing” or “hearing” things after all. The room was always enveloped in such a
peaceful and loving light that seemed to shine from above and from the deepest part of
everyone’s heart, connecting all of us to the higher source which we are imminently part of.
In one of the grounding meditation we were holding hands in a circle, eyes closed and we
were gently guided by William’s voice into a meditative state. I slipped into a meditative state
almost immediately. I slowly started to see (in my mind) a white beam of light entering the
room from above penetrating the crystal grid in the center of our circle. The beautiful white
light was then transformed into a brilliant violet color sending rays of violet light into
everyone’s heart as if connecting everyone to the crystal grid in the center. At this very
moment, there was a soft but warm feeling in my heart and I could feel gentle vibrations from
the hands of Russell on my left and Arthur to my right. I wondered if they could see what I
was seeing. My crown charka was pulsing and tingling with different sensations. The violet
light then slowly started to swirl around the circle, connecting everyone’s heart within the
circle, gaining speed each time. It was a beautiful violet light, so pure and undefiled. I focused
my attention to the center of my forehead, in between my brows to gain a clearer picture. The
violet light now seemed to swirl to the middle and it finally exploded into a warm golden light
sending a shower of tiny golden light sparkles in the air. What a beautiful sight! Tiny golden
sparkles that looked like tiny snow flakes suspended in mid-air. Suddenly, for the first time, I
sensed the presence of many beings of light, angels in the space hovering above us, showering
us with their love and light. A warm sensation was traveling up my spine and I remained in
complete bliss, feeling safe and grounded. Suddenly I realized that I had not been following
William’s voice all this time because he was now asking the group to visualize the light
entering our hearts and then see it circling around us connecting everyone! It was exactly
what I saw but before he even mentioned or suggested it!
I have since learnt to trust myself and my inner visions as divine guidance from the source. It
takes time especially when we do as humans tend to have doubts if we were actually making
this all up in our minds. I used to wonder too. “Geez, what were you smoking?” a friend once
doubted when I told her about some of my totally bizarre experiences including a friend of
mine levitating from the Reiki table during a Reiki treatment. Humans should have doubts;
discernment is a good sign of human intelligence. We should not believe everything that is
presented to us or accept whatever we read in books. The only way is to experience it yourself.
It is through experience when our mind, body and spirit are able to have a complete picture of
a given piece of information. Well in my experience, to avoid getting a strange look from
someone, being selective about whom you tell your experiences to do help a great deal too.
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4. Darkness
On the first evening after class, we had agreed to meet each others’ traveling companions,
spouse, partner, families or pet dog for a dinner at the Hawthorns. Guardian angels were of
course more than welcome to join. Chuck was driving from Heathrow that evening and he
was stuck in the long weekend traffic. So by the time he arrived, everyone had already
finished their dinner and many had left to catch their beauty sleep as the next day, Saturday,
was going to be a big day! The day we will go to Stonehenge in the evening for our Master
attunement!
Chuck and I left the restaurant with Jef and his girlfriend Katlyn and we chattered happily
about how well the workshop went that day. As we walked down the road from the restaurant,
we heard a live band playing from a bar from the corner of the street. Since we all loved
music we thought if was a good idea to check out the band. It was almost 9pm and it was
getting dark. There was a gust of chilly wind and I realized that I was not warm enough.
Suddenly, the music stopped and there was a commotion coming from the bar we were
headed to. When we got there we saw that the two flower pots outside the bar were knocked
over and smashed to pieces. A few people were running out of the bar. I saw Renate, a
classmate of mine and her friend standing outside the bar. When I asked her what happened,
she told us that she had just seen a man just a couple of minutes ago stab the owner of the bar
with a knife. The owner of the bar was bleeding profusely and someone from the bar was
frantically calling the police and ambulance with her mobile phone. There were no police
stations in a peaceful town like Glastonbury.
Renate gave us a brief description of the attacker (someone with a hood over his head and had
a guitar on his back). She could not remember his face. Who would have thought that such
violence could happen in a sacred place like Glastonbury? By now Chuck was very concerned
about the lunatic being loose in the streets, armed with a knife and capable of hurting anyone
in his way. I wanted to go back to our B&B which was five hundred meters away. I really did
not feel safe at all being in town at this point. I reckoned if we walked down the main road we
should be safe. The police and ambulance finally arrived and a search party was launched
based on the given description of the attacker. I insisted on walking home and Chuck agreed. I
tried to be as calm as I could by telling Chuck how my day went but I could not help but feel
extremely unsafe walking down Magdelene Street knowing that the attacker was still lurking
around. I could tell that Chuck was not really listening to me as he was always looking over
his shoulder keeping a watchful eye at all times. I was so glad that he was there for me,
protecting me as I once had a drunkard point his knife at me in a park in Geneva in broad day
light. Luckily, Chuck was also there to protect me at that time. I quickly drew the Reiki
symbols on me and on Chuck too for protection.
As we were approaching Street Road, we walked passed a very dark alley. Suddenly there
was an incredible tingling sensation on my right arm (where I normally sense danger
approaching). I could physically feel a wave of dark, sticky, negative energy coming from the
direction to my right. I turned. And there he was, the attacker (wearing a hood and a guitar on
his back) walking towards us. I was petrified and paralyzed with fear. I quickly looked away
staring ahead. Chuck saw him too. We quickly ducked into the next building. Just then, a
police car drove passed us and the alley where the attacker was spotted. We flagged down the
police car and they combed the area. After 30 minutes, they found him and arrested him.
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That I night I concentrated on sending distance healing energies to the owner of the bar and to
the man who attacked him. They both needed healing. Darkness is attracted to light because
they need healing too. Glastonbury is known to be a place that reflects whatever that is going
on in the world right now. A lot of bad things are indeed happening in the world and are in
need of healing. Darkness is always in places where there is light as they do try to stop the
light from entering the earth (for example in the Middle East, or holy cities like Jerusalem).
I sincerely believe that we should try to bring in as much light as possible to heal the earth and
also to heal darkness. For darkness lurks in each and every one of us too. Whatever we see in
others is always a reflection of parts of ourselves. They remind us of the shadows we all have,
they exist and the violence we as humans are capable of. We need to bring in more light into
our lives and the lives of others to help heal the world in which we live in. Wouldn’t it be
wonderful if everyone on this planet were to be connected to the Reiki light and energies?
If it were not for darkness, we would not know light.
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5. Reiki Guides
It’s Saturday! The day we will be at the Stonehenge! The class was bustling with a new found
energy that morning. Everyone chattered quite excitedly about going to Stonehenge that
evening for the Master attunement. I quickly checked on Renate if she was all right from the
previous night. She had stayed an hour and half giving the police a full report and may have to
come back to testify in court as the prime witness. I still shudder from thought about the entire
incident.
William led us through a different grounding meditation that day. It was a meditation where
we could meet our Reiki guides. I had always called upon the help of my Reiki guides and I
had always sensed the presence of three very powerful and enlightened beings by my side
whenever I give a Reiki treatment. I am always able to see the faces of Kuan Yin the
Boddhisatva of Compassion and Sai Baba, the living Avatar and spiritual teacher in India. I
could never quite make out who my third guide is or how he/she looks like as I could only see
a beautiful form of white light.
As we were led into this meditation, my entire being was transported to this beautiful lush
green valley, with mountains in the distance on the left and a path leading towards the horizon.
I could not really see myself or my physical body; I could only feel my presence in this place.
Looking up towards the horizon which was bathed in warm and golden light we were asked to
meet our personal guide(s), those enlightened beings of light who assist us in our healing
work and in our lives. The was a bright light appearing from behind the horizon lighting up
the entire sky with streaks of orange and white light. I prayed and asked that my guides be
revealed to me. I could feel my heart beating with excitement as I saw Kuan Yin stepping out
of the light on the left side. She was dressed in a white robe and She was holding a small
pitcher in Her hand. Sai Baba appeared in His magnificent orange robe to my right. He was
smiling broadly and He motioned his hand in a blessing mudra. As He did that I felt a surge of
energy up my spine all the way up to my crown charka. I was straining my eye to see my third
guide as there was a very bright light shining through the center in between Kuan Yin and Sai
Baba. Slowly a form was taking shape, a shape of a man. And as He stepped out of the bright
light, I could finally see His face. To my surprise it was someone that I do recognize. It was
Jesus.
I was very surprised to see Jesus because being a Buddhist; I never knew that He had been
one of the most powerful guiding forces in my life. I felt my heart fill with so much love and
gratitude for these enlightened beings and I could feel my entire being soaking up the
wonderful energy that they were giving me. William then asked us to ask our guides if there
was something they wanted to tell me or if there was a gift for me. My three guides spoke
together, “Love and Compassion, these are our form, these are the truth, and we are all
healers”. Just then, Jesus opened his hands towards me. There was a beautiful ball of light that
was emanating from his hands and from this ball of light, a tiny sphere of light (like a glass
bubble) floated out in mid-air. It was floating, rotating and pulsing with energy. There were
tiny sparks of light coming out of the bubble. As I strained to see, it seemed like there was
something in the bubble of light, at first it looked like a symbol but as I looked closer, it was a
tiny fetus like baby in the bubble. Jesus looked at me and said “This is our gift to you. She
will guide you in your path”. As tears rolled down my face, I thanked my guides and accepted
their gift of love and light. I brought the bubble close to my heart and held it close. I could
feel it pulsing.
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6. Miracles
Many incredible little miracles happened in class on Saturday as the energy was building up
for the Stonehenge experience. William taught us how to give Reiki healing attunements and
how to perform psychic surgery on really difficult issues which could not be healed
completely by a normal Reiki treatment. When I first heard of psychic surgery in Reiki, I
actually thought it was the same kind of healing work that was performed in the Philippines
where faith healers basically cut you up without any anesthetic. It is nothing like that at all. In
Reiki, psychic surgery or also referred to as auric healing allows you to work with the
person’s auric field in a psychic manner to remove any blockage that may be causing any
personal unresolved life issue. We had a lot of opportunity to practice these simple yet
incredible techniques on each other during class. Many experienced deep healing in these
practice sessions; this was how effective Reiki was. It was Diane’s turn to be healed and she
had requested us to call upon her guide Jesus to be there. Debbie and I teamed up to practice
psychic surgery on Diane. Diane was asked to describe the issue (giving it a location in the
body, shape, color, weight etc) in her life that she wished to heal without actually telling us
what the issue is. We proceeded to perform psychic surgery on her to remove the blockage.
After the first attempt, the problem seems to be disappearing but not completely. We tried
several attempts and finally Debbie (having learnt Karuna Reiki in another class, developed
by William) started to use the Karuna Reiki symbols. Diane saw a soft pink light (which
apparently was characteristic of Karuna Reiki energies but Diane had no prior knowledge of
this) actually entering her heart and healing her. She saw her issue leaving her body.
She then broke down into tears. It was a moment of great emotional release for her and she
told us the actual issue she had had for 18 years. She has tried everything from hypnosis,
psychotherapy to NLP. Nothing had worked for her. And today with the psychic surgery she
finally truly felt free. Debbie and I comforted her. Suddenly I was intuitively guided to place
my hands on her shoulders and gave her some Reiki energies. As I closed my eyes, I could
now feel the presence of Jesus and His energies flowing through my being from my hands
onto Diane. This time I could even see Jesus standing in front of Diane as He opened His
arms towards Diane as if giving her His blessings and energy to heal. I felt very privileged
and blessed to have shared this with Diane.
As I slowly opened my eyes, I was so startled to see Glynis, another classmate of ours
standing right in front of Diane in the exact same position where Jesus stood (in my mind and
I had my eyes closed) and she had her hands stretched out opened palms facing Diane just like
Jesus did in my mind. Glynis said that she had come over when she saw us comforting Diane
and had intuitively been guided to stand there and raised her arms the way she did.
For me, I personally believed that Jesus was there giving Diane healing energies through
Glynis and I. We shared this with William and the class and he explained that it could be that
the attunement had raised our frequencies to another level where we could now see and work
with our guides better. William also mentioned that Sai Baba is known to work with Jesus in
healing work (William himself has been to Puttaparthi to see Sai Baba). He also reminded us
that Jesus existed before the church came into existence and that Jesus had always practiced
healing with the laying of hands as well.
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7. In the Now

Finally we were at the entrance of the Stonehenge! Chuck and I drove there while the others
followed the bus. It was about ten minutes to six in the evening. The air was filled with some
vibrant energy that I could not explain. Although I could see the Stonehenge in a distance
surrounded by fences I was trying to contain my excitement. I have never seen the
Stonehenge before in this lifetime! The sky was gray and the wind was blowing rather
strongly but there were some gentle sun rays playing hide and seek behind the clouds. The
ground was quite wet from the early showers, quite typical of an English weather. Good thing
we brought our jackets and rain gear along.
We will have the stones all to ourselves for an hour and be able to touch and meditate with
them prior to and after the attunement. Stonehenge was built at this location because of the
powerful ley lines that meet here and the uplifting healing energies that converge both from
below and from above.
Stonehenge was built over a period of about 1500 years in a number of stages, the oldest of
which was about 5000 years ago. It started with circular earthwork. Then over time, additional
features were added with each stage becoming more impressive. The large sarsen stones, the
main feature of Stonehenge were part of the final phase and were put in place about 2400BC.
The design, construction and refinements of Stonehenge cannot be found anywhere else
among the prehistoric stone circles of Europe. The size of the stones, some weighing up to 45
tons and the distance they were moved, over 30km, make Stonehenge one of the most
astonishing of all achievements of the prehistoric people of Europe. Stonehenge was used by
prehistoric people for a period of 2000 years for many different reasons. Some sensitives who
tuned into the Stonehenge energies found it to be a place where many joyous celebrations
took place including harvest seasons, initiation into priesthood, weddings and even death.
Therefore, William explained to us that the initiation as a Reiki master at Stonehenge, aligns
with the purpose Stonehenge was created. The energy, wisdom and love of the ancient ones
who created Stonehenge are known to empower our initiation as a healer and our mission to
help others.
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Chuck was already at the souvenir shop trying to pack in some last minute shopping and a
quick tour of the stones because they were actually closing at six pm to the public and not at
seven like William had previously communicated. Spouses and partners who were not part of
the class were not allowed to go into the stone circles beyond six pm and were asked to wait
outside. The guards were closing down the place and the last visitor was leaving the area.
It was time.
As we stepped onto the grounds leading to the Stonehenge I felt the ground vibrating at a very
different frequency. It was a very fine frequency pulling me close to the ground but at the
same time it felt like I was quite light. It was not something that I had ever experienced before.
There was also a very deep sense of being at home. For a very strange reason, it felt like I was
returning home. I quickly unpacked the few items I brought with me mainly my crystals, the
photograph of my dad and nephew and left them in the center with the Reiki Crystal grid.
I was very excited to be in the inner circles of the stones. There was such a sacred feeling. The
stones had such a warm touch to it. They seemed alive. They seemed to be aware of our
presence as much as we were aware of theirs. The wind was gently brushing against my face.
I breathed in deeply and felt my mind, body and soul being enriched with the energy that
surrounded us within the stones circle. William soon told us to gather as it was time for the
Master attunement. We sat around in a full circle and William led us through a grounding
meditation.
Not knowing what to expect, I meditated on being in the now. Being in the moment where we
act as observers, without any judgment. We each sat in a Gassho position in complete silence
and allowed each of our inner adventures begin to unfold.

Reiki Crystal grid with our sacred objects
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8. Antahkarana
Crows were shrieking and circling the stones as the attunement process began. I peeked out
into the sky just to make sure that I was not hearing things because crows are known to be the
keepers of the spiritual world and that their presence signals a new beginning or a journey into
the spiritual realms. William went round the circle and started to attune each student as I
waited patiently in my Gassho position. I breathed in deeply and I started to feel the energies
moving from the earth up my spine sending distinct tingling sensations at the top of my head.
I focused my energies inwards and started to slip into an altered state of mind. There was
peace and pure joy being in the very moment. Never have I felt so blessed in long time. I was
completely drawn into the ancient energies of these stones which stood tall, witnessing time
go by with such patience and wisdom. I drew the distance healing symbol and power symbol
in my mind as I began to send Reiki to everyone I knew and to the earth itself for healing.
Suddenly there was a strong gust of cold wind that hit my face almost pushing me back to the
ground. I sensed a change in the energies around me. Then I saw this beam of golden light
coming down into the center of the circle producing a violet female Antakarana symbol! The
symbol seemed to spin rapidly around us, drawing golden energies around the group, swirling
and spiraling up again before it burst into a shower of golden light sending tiny speckles of
golden dusk on everyone. I sensed the presence of beings of light, above us within the circle.
It felt as it there was a huge congregation of beings above us showering us with their blessings.
And then there was a message. “This is the door that connects our world to yours which is
also your world. We are still using this door to come to you, to help you when you call us
with your heart. Souls are still entering the planet through this sacred ground. Just as when the
shadow of the heel stone pierces the inner sarsen circle, the soul pierces the womb of the
mother. Protect this place with light always”. Then the word “Egypt” flashed across my mind.
Just then I also saw a young woman dressed in an old-style wedding dress hiding behind one
of the stones before she disappeared. I saw myself approaching one of the stones and as I laid
my hands on the stone I saw myself merging with the stones! I could not feel or see my body
anymore. I felt at peace and one with the stones. I am the stone. As tears rolled down my face,
I thanked the Highest Source for this wonderful experience of love and light. I heard William
approaching me.
When I received my Master attunement from William I felt so touched by the pure energies
he was channeling and his gift of light. I knew then that this was no doubt my path all along
and that I knew this is my divine purpose on this earth. I recalled William explaining in class
earlier that a Reiki “Master” or “Shinpiden” in Japanese means “mystery teaching”, a Reiki
Teacher. I am now able to teach, attune others and share this wonderful teaching to as many
people as possible, bringing this beautiful light to others in the world. A Warrior of Light. I
felt peace enveloping my entire being and for at least 3 minutes, my life and world were
completely still. Observing.
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Moments after the master attunement within the inner circle

The attunement process was over. William asked us to put our hands on our hearts as we
slowly opened our eyes into the physical world again, finding our place on this planet. We
had another 10 minutes to meditate with the stones before we had to leave. We quickly asked
the guard to take a group photo of us and we started to explore the grounds.
I was immediately drawn to the same stone that I saw myself merging with during the
attunement process and I laid my hands in the exact same position. Something stirred in my
heart as tears were streaming down my face. Next thing I knew I was sobbing uncontrollably.
I started to remember. It was an awakening. I have been here before, several times in fact. I
started to remember that this was the way home. I felt a beam of warm golden light streaming
into the stones from above as it sent a wave of warm energy into my entire being. My left
cheek was pressed hard against the stone. All I could think about was going home towards to
light. The earth suddenly felt so heavy and I was tired. My heart wanted to move towards this
light. It felt like I was sobbing on my mother’s lap while I was being held by the light.
Suddenly I was startled by William’s voice – “OK everyone, time to go”. Rita saw me
sobbing and she gave me a big comforting hug. In between sobs, I tried to tell her what I had
just experienced. Just then I noticed that everyone had a beautiful glow around them and a
great sense of peace on their faces. So many brave warriors of light, I thought to myself. We
still have so much work to do on this planet. So much healing is still needed, now more than
ever. My thoughts raced back to the incident where the pub owner was stabbed the night
before. It is not time for me to go yet. Not just yet.
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Just Being

As I walked away from Stonehenge, I saw Chuck waiting patiently across the fence. He gave
me a loving and knowing look. He knew something had happened to me back at the Stones.
When I saw him and as I glanced over the picture of my family, I told myself that I had good
reasons to stay. Everyone including myself is in need of healing. We are all natural healers. I
have a lot of work to do.
I did not want to leave Stonehenge. Chuck and I stayed back to enjoy the beautiful sunset that
evening although the temperature was dropping like a stone (no pun intended). It was almost
9.15 in the evening and the sky was painted in beautiful hues of red and orange light by an
unseen hand. I will never forget this day, ever.

Sunset after the attunement
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9. Graduation Day
It was Sunday – our last day at the workshop! Everyone was quieter compared to the last two
days. There was a blanket of peace and serenity which covered us. A stable energy was
binding us together, as we smiled knowingly to each other across the room. Nothing needed to
be said. The Stonehenge experience was a personal experience and journey that brought each
of us a personal gift or insight that is appropriate at that given point in time. William asked if
anyone wanted to share their experience at the Stonehenge. I stared down at my scribbles that
I had written in the car on our way back from the stones. I had grabbed whatever piece of
paper I could find in the rental car, trying not to forget any detail. I smiled as I saw that I had
written on an advert which read in bold “Ready To Go”. What a coincidence I thought.
Linda started to share her Stonehenge experience and I felt so connected to her energies that
morning. I felt very deeply connected to her experience too as she too felt the presence of
beings of light within the stones during the attunement.
We learnt the Master symbol that day and how the different attunements worked. I jumped up
to volunteer each time William wanted to demonstrate how it was done. What a treat to get
attuned all over again. There was a lot of time for practice and most of us could feel the
temperature in our bodies rising as we kept taking turns attuning each other. I was almost all
Reiki-ed out! Many shared their thoughts, questions and experience about teaching Reiki. It
was such a valuable learning experience as we get to learn what techniques had worked better.
There is no such thing as “bad Reiki” as we learnt for Reiki can never cause any harm. It has
its own intelligence and one need not direct it. It works as long as you intent it to work. The
sacred symbols empower the process but we are not in control of this process. If ever there
was a negative effect is when we are not dealing with Reiki itself. There are different energies
out there. Therefore we were told to always ask to work with the highest level of guides and
connecting to the highest source of light.
Many of us have decided to teach Reiki when we get back which was very encouraging to
know! William provided us with class outlines for each level and assured us that we will
always get the support from the International Center for Reiki Training including teaching
materials. We are now all set! The final moment arrived at the end of the class when we
received our Reiki Master certificate from William. It was a very “official looking”
certification with a golden seal on it. I felt so happy and so proud of everyone in class! What a
wonderful moment for all the Reiki Masters! This is just the beginning of a whole new
adventure!!
We bade each other farewell to those who were returning home that day. But for those who
were staying a few more days after class, Diane had suggested that we go hunt for the
mythical entrance to the fairy underworld! She had a handwritten description and directions
given to her by her landlady at the B&B. Since Chuck and I were leaving the next day and it
is not every day that one gets to meet a fairy, we agreed to meet at the Tor Hill in half an hour!
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10. The Fairy from Chicago

Fairy hunting

“Walk about 5-10 minutes along the path around the Tor Hill, until you see a small group of
trees. There you will see the fertility egg (stone) and next to this stone is the mythical entrance
into the fairy underworld”, Larry was reading the instructions out loud as he led us through a
path around the Tor Hill dodging fresh and wet cow pies on the ground. There were nine of us
including Chuck and Jef’s girlfriend Katlyn. I felt happy to be there even though I felt we
were not really going to find our fairy entrance. I was having a good time. I was ready for an
adventure with my newly found friends wherever this experience takes me. That was how I
felt in general. For me, from now on, everyday was going to be an adventure. I was filled with
pure energy.

The Tor

View from the Tor

It was a beautiful day. The sun was still shining bright although it was seven o’clock in the
evening and the sky was as blue as the sea. I zipped up my coat as the wind started to blow
quite strongly across the hills. There was a splendid view of the country side stretching out as
far as the eye could see. Tor Hill offers the most spectacular views of Glastonbury and
neighboring towns of Wells and Bath. My mind was already thinking about Avebury where I
was planning to visit the next day, more stone circles!
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Looking out for a group of trees with a stone that looked like a fertility egg was not going be
easy, I thought. We were always surrounded by clusters of trees around the hill. The trees
seemed to be watching us closely while they swayed their branches and rustled their leaves
together. “Let me go up the hill and have a look, you guys stay here” Larry suggested. Before
we knew it he had already made his way up the steep slope and he yelled out “I found it! It’s
up here!” We scrambled up the hill barely catching our breath while trying to avoid getting
scratched by sharp nettle plants. When we reached the spot, Larry was nowhere to be found as
he had actually found a way back to the foot of the hill again! True enough there was a large
round stone that looked like an egg on the ground next to a small group of Edel flower trees or
popularly known as the “fairy trees”. Suddenly, we spotted a young girl who was sitting on
the roots of the trees. We realized that we had obviously intruded her meditation space. She
had large brown eyes and fine features. We also noticed that she had long sharp fingers, and
long braided hair on each side of her face. She even had a green elfish bonnet on her head.
“Are you the fairy on duty today? Chuck asked cheekily. “No”, she chuckled, “I am Annie
from Chicago”. She knew we were looking for the entrance to the fairy underworld. She then
smiled shyly and pointed us to the side of the trees where the mythical entrance was said to be.
She asked us if we wanted to put some prayer flags or strings on the fairy tree as she had
some spare ones with her. We asked Annie to take a photo of us in front of the fairy entrance
and we made sure we had a photo of Annie “the fairy from Chicago” as well.

Annie “the fairy” (far left, with green bonnet) and us by the fairy tree and mystical entrance

We thanked Annie and apologized for having intruded her privacy. In return one of us offered
to give her a Reiki treatment on the spot and told her that seven of us in the group had just
graduated from our Reiki Master class. Annie’s jaw dropped and she said, “I always wanted
to learn Reiki! I had told my friend back home that I would try to see if I could learn Reiki 1
in Glastonbury. Nobody would believe me if I told them that I bumped into 7 Reiki Masters!”
Suddenly Debbie said, “Hey guys, why don’t we attune Annie to Reiki 1 up on the Tor?” It
definitely sounded like a good idea and Annie’s face lighted up with excitement. However,
we started to wonder if it was the right thing to do as she might not have the support back
home. Diane quickly consulted her crystal pendulum and it said yes. So we made Annie sit on
the sundial at the top of Tor Hill and we formed a circle around her. Debbie did the
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attunement while the rest of us beamed Reiki towards Annie. The wind was blowing hard and
Annie felt cold. When the attunement was over Annie said that she could feel a warm energy
traveling up her spine and into her heart during the attunement. We then knew that the
attunement had worked! We attuned our very first Reiki 1 practitioner! What a powerful
experience it must have been for Annie, I thought, to be attuned on top of Tor Hill (the heart
chakra of the world) by 7 Reiki Masters!

Annie’s Reiki 1 attunement. We were walking towards the sundial where her attunement took place
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Chuck and I drove to Avebury the next day to visit a bigger stone circle after having said
goodbye to Penny at the B&B. I told Penny that I would be back next year for another Reiki
training, to do my Karuna Reiki Master with William. The main attunement will once again
be in Stonehenge! “Oh, make sure you do your bookings early dear. I have my Crop Circles
group coming in May and my Goddess group in August”. I chuckled to myself as I remarked
at what an interesting bunch of guests she has staying at her B&B. She has been running her
B&B for 25 years and she hardly needs to leave Glastonbury to see the world, as the world
comes to her.
Avebury is a village that has been built within a large stone circle and we had the chance to
touch and meditate with the stones again. It was yet another beautiful day with mild
temperatures but the wind was still blowing quite hard across the fields. The stones stood
majestically in the fields as people walked amongst these tall giants admiring their strength
and ancient wisdom. I was drawn to a very large stone and as I had my entire back and hands
against it, my body felt a sudden vibration that grew stronger and stronger. My hands’ chakras
were tingling with energy. I called out to Chuck. He touched my arm and he too felt some
gentle vibrations and the warmth from my hands. And as I looked deeply into his eyes and
through the windows of his soul I felt the warmth of his heart in mine. I was glad that he was
there and that we had shared this remarkable journey together.

Avebury
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Light Reflections
I will never forget this incredible journey of light. This experience has touched me so deeply
and has taught me so much about the love and abundance that life has to offer. My life
seemed very different when I returned home. It took me a few weeks before I could adjust to
my new found energies and to feel myself closer to earth. I feel the rhythm in my life beating
more in sync with the rhythm of my heart.
I can feel and see that the creative energies of God or the Source (or whatever name we
choose to call it) are indeed everywhere and in every one of us. The beautiful structures on a
leaf, a simple smooth stone, a beautiful pink crystal, a sparkling spider web, each has its own
creative energies. Energies are never destroyed, they are merely transformed. And as we are
also made of energies, our physical bodies do perish, but our energies are transformed.
Differences and distance are illusion. Some of us choose to acknowledge this. Some of us
choose to experience it. Some of us choose not to do anything at all. That is all right too. We
do indeed have a choice and the spirit will never interfere in our freedom of choice. I was a
real skeptic before until I chose to experience this. The important thing that I have learnt is to
always remain open and to always trust your intuition, your inner guide. Fear is our biggest
enemy. Do not be attached to any outcome. Ask for help from your guides, observe and let it
flow. When we are open, the spirit soars high into the stars without boundaries and is truly
free.
It is so easy to fall back into my busy routine as a consultant again, but I now know that it
would be just as easy to find this place of peace and contemplation again. For this place exists
within me, beyond space, beyond time, beyond limits.

Stonehenge - beyond space and time
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A friend shared this with me - A poem by Eric Fried (Translation by M. Kaldenbach)
It is what it is
says love
It is misfortune
says calculation
It is nothing but pain
says fear
It is hopeless
says insight
It is what it is
says love

It is ridiculous
says pride
It is careless
say caution
It is impossible
says experience
It is what it is
says love

Namaste, I salute the divinity in you and may your life be filled with light and many
wonderful adventures!
Love,
Jacqueline
17 June 2004
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